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An important consideration, in the development of any Arabic natural language processing system, is the matter of resolving ambiguity. Ambiguity increases the range of possible interpretations of natural language. Our approach to resolve ambiguity is based on satisfying certain linguistic constraints during the course of parsing an Arabic sentence. These constraints are heuristic and specified with the grammar to ensure well-formedness. The advantages of this approach are that it is based on linguistic (morphological and syntactic) knowledge and easy to incorporate the grammar rules with heuristic constraints, which are capable of resolving ambiguity. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In, Section 2, we present a brief description of our Arabic syntax analyzer. Section 3 we describe our disambiguation approach. In Section 4, we give some concluding remarks and future directions.



Ambiguity is a major reason why computers do not yet understand natural language. We have made great deal strides towards developing tools for morphological and syntactic analyzers for Arabic in recent years. The absence of diacritics, which represent most vowels, in the written text creates ambiguity which hinders the development of Arabic natural language processing applications. Thus, ambiguity increases the range of possible interpretations of natural language. In this paper, we give a road map of solutions to common ambiguity problems inherent in parsing of Arabic sentence.



1. INTRODUCTION Arabic is a strongly structured and highly derivational language (Kiraz, 2001). Understanding Arabic requires the treatment of the language constituents at all levels (Feddag, 1992): morphology, syntax, and semantics. Each component requires extensive study and exploitation of the associated linguistic characteristics (Khayat, 1996; Black, 2004). Arabic morphology and syntax provide the ability to add a large number of affixes to each word which makes combinatorial increment of possible words (Ditters, 2001; Jaccarini, 2001). Most of the researches in Arabic NLP systems mainly concentrated on the field of morphological analysis (Farghaly; 1987; Rafea et al., 1993; Al-Shalabi et al., 1998; Beesley, 2000; Freeman, 2001; Darwish, 2002; Soudi et al., 2003; Tahir et al., 2003). Parsing Arabic sentences is a difficult task (Othman et al., 2003). The difficulty comes from several sources: 1) the length of the sentence and the complex Arabic syntax, 2) The omission of diacritics (vowels) in written Arabic "altashkiil", 3) The free word order nature of Arabic sentence, and 4) The presence of an elliptic personal pronoun "alDamiir almustatir . Little efforts in Arabic syntactic analysis have been made in recent years (Shaalan et al., 1999; Ouersighni, 2001; Othman et al., 2003).



2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Syntactic analysis is a major step towards the development of most natural language processing applications. We have developed a syntactic analysis system for Arabic. Three natural language processing components are involved: a lexicon, a morphological analyzer (Rafea et al., 1993), and a syntactic parser (Othman et al., 2003). In the following, we briefly describe each of these components.



2.1 THE LEXICON



The lexicon is designed to reflect the word categories in Arabic—noun, verb, and particle— each with a different set of features. There are two types of features in the lexicon: syntactic features that resolve syntactic ambiguity and lexical features that resolve lexical ambiguity.
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The default values of these features are stored in the lexicon and can be modified during the morphological analysis. The following describes the forms of the lexicon entry: 1. Verbs: A verb has a stem form and the following features: Syntactic features: voice,tense,transtivity, subject_gender, subject_number, object_gender,object_numbe r,end_case Lexical features: subject_rationality,object_rati onality, infinitive 2. Nouns: A noun has a stem form and the following features: Syntactic features: definition,gender,number,e nd_case, irregular_plural Lexical features: adjectivability,category,r ationality 3. Particles: A particle has a stem form and the category features.



2.2 THE ANALYZER



MORPHOLOGICAL



generally classified as either nominal sentence or verbal sentence. In each case the sentence is either simple or compound. The difference between the simple sentence and the compound sentence is that the former does not have a complementary at the end of the sentence. We have developed a standard bottom-up chart parser for Arabic. In Othman et al. (2003) we described our Arabic chart parser. The system is implemented using SICStus Prolog on an IBM PC.



3. THE DISAMBIGUATION APPROACH Our disambiguation approach is based on cooperation between the morphological analyzer and the parser. The morphological analyzer produces all possible interpretations of the inflected Arabic word. Disambiguation would be resolved by applying certain types of constraints that are defined with the grammar rules. Satisfying these constraints leads to a correct parse and in some cases it could resolve the ambiguity.



3.1 VERBAL SENTENCE DISAMBIGUATION ACCORDING TO THE AGREEMENT CONSTRAINTS BETWEEN THE INCHOATIVE " " AND ENUNCIATIVE " "



In Rafea et al. (1993) we described a morphological analyzer for inflected Arabic words using an augmented transition network (ATN) technique. An exhaustive-search to traverse the ATN generates all the possible interpretations of an inflected Arabic word. The morphological analyzer is implemented in Prolog and integrated with the parser.



One possible grammar rule for the Arabic verbal sentence is the following: verbal_sentence verb_phrase Where the verb phrase is defined as: verb_phrase verb verb_phrase particle verb



2.3 THE SYNTACTIC PARSER



Unification based grammar (UBG) formalism (Allen, 1995; Jurafsky et al., 2000) is used to write the Arabic grammar rules in the proposed chart parser. The grammar is implemented in SICStus Prolog 3.10. Each grammar rule has the form: rule(LHS,RHS):constraints. Each constraint is used for one of three purposes: 1) To make the agreement between the left and right hand side of the grammar rule, 2) To reduce the syntactic ambiguity, and 3) To reduce the semantic ambiguity. The grammar specifies the structure of the Arabic sentence. The Arabic sentence is



Consider the following input sentence: The meeting were attended in the same building (passive voice) *The meeting came in the same building (active voice) This grammar is inevitably ambiguous because we get two parse trees as shown in Fig. 1. The left parse tree shows parsing the sentence in the passive voice whereas the right parse tree



shows parsing the sentence in the active voice.
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nominal sentence



enunciative



complementary



nominal sentence



inchoative



enunciative



inchoative



verbal sentence(passive) complementary verbal_sentence(active)



Fig. 1 Two ambiguous parse trees for the sentence sentence. In other words, the agreement will be applied between the inchoative and the subject features of the verb in case of active voice, and between inchoative and the object features of the verb in case of passive voice. For example, in the above sentence in Fig. 1, the inchoative is irrational, the subject rationality of the verb " " is rational, and the object rationality is irrational. This leads to choose the voice of the verb as passive rather than active voice.



The following pseudo code explains how we recognize the possible verb voice: Case1: intransitive verb The verb voice is active If there is a suffix pronoun Then This pronoun is the subject Else The subject is an elliptic personal pronoun End if Case2: transitive If there is a suffix pronoun Then There are two possible situations: • The voice is active and the pronoun is the subject • The voice is passive and the pronoun is the proagent Else There are two possible situations: • The voice Is active and the subject is an elliptic personal pronoun • The voice is passive and the proagent is an elliptic personal pronoun End if Case3: bitransitive The verb cannot be bitransitive in this rule End Case



3.2 VERBAL SENTENCE DISAMBIGUATION ACCORDING TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND VERB



Another ambiguous grammar rule for the Arabic verbal sentence definition is as follows: verbal_sentence verb_phrase noun_phrase Where the noun phrase could be either a subject, object or proagent Consider the following input sentence:



The food was eaten (passive voice) *the food ate (active voice) This grammar is also inevitably ambiguous because we get two parse trees as shown in Fig. 2. The left parse tree shows parsing the sentence in the passive voice whereas the right parse tree shows parsing the sentence in the active voice. The ambiguity in the above sentence can be resolved by applying the verb-subject and verbproagent agreement constraints. The left tree satisfies these constraints because the verb must have a rational subject and the word is irrational. So, the left parse tree is accepted but the right tree is rejected.



Concerning voice, there two possible parses in case 2. This will be resolved when we apply the agreement in rationality, gender, and number between the inchoative ( ) and enunciative (a verbal sentence) of the nominal
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verbal sentence



verbal sentence



verb(passive) progent



verb(active)



subject



Fig. 2 Two parse trees for the ambiguous sentence nominal sentence Enunciative



nominal sentence



inchoative



Enunciative



verb and subject



inchoative



verb and object



Fig. 3 Two parse trees for the ambiguous sentence :(; #.36 < ;  ? @ The confidence motivate us to give more achievements in the work



3.3 NOUN AFFIX DISAMBIGUATION



Ambiguous words could be dealt with during the morphological and the syntactic analysis. Consider the word " " (two nationspublic level) in the following sentences ! "# $% & #' ( ! ) * +$ Peace as a strategic choice between palstine and Israel nations % ,-" ./0 1/ $. % 23 # 4*5 #6 72 1/$. These two persons, one of them is at the governmental level and the other is at the public level



The pronoun ' ; ' is connected to the verb ''. There are two possible parse trees for the verbal sentence, see Fig. 3. The left sub tree recognizes the pronoun as a subject connected to the verb and the right sub tree recognizes the pronoun as an object connected to the verb. The grammar constraints reject the left parse tree because the pronoun is an accusative pronoun and hence it cannot be parsed as a subject.



The morphological analyzer produces all the interpretations of the word " " as follows: 1. A dual form of the noun 8 in the accusative case such that it is annexated to another noun 2. An adjective 3. A noun 8 " annexated to the pronoun "9"



4. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we described our attempt to resolve certain types of ambiguity. Our approach is based on satisfying constrains among the syntactic and semantic features. We showed by examples the capabilities of our system in resolving common types of ambiguities. These concerns resolving the ambiguity that arise due to the agreement between main constituents of the nominal and the verbal sentences, and due to the affixes of either nouns or verbs. Our future work could be directed towards resolving other types of ambiguity and testing the system on large test sets.



Applying the grammar constraints would accept only the relevant morphological output. Accordingly, the word " " is recognized as "dual form" in the former sentence but it is recognized as "an adjective" in the later sentence.



3.4 VERB AFFIX DISAMBIGUATION



In the morphological analyzer the pronouns are classified under either nominative or accusative pronouns category. The grammar constraints use this sub-categorization to disambiguate pronouns.



Allen,



Consider the following sentence:
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